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ABSTRACT: Smart voting system one of the new techniques of casting votes by the use of mobile phones with 

Aadhar ID verification. Android voting device is an application developed for android units to set up a handy and 

flexible way of casting votes each time and from anywhere. The smart voting system is specifically developed for 

government usage. In the pandemic situation, the smart voting systems reduce the manpower and make voting process 

easy. It also avoids the crowd. Smart voting system is the best solution for adding new eligible voters. If there are any 

troubles while voting like OTP generation, Aadhar verification and results declaration, the troubles are fed into the 

gadget by using the admin. Users can then forge their vote for candidates using their Aadhar ID. One voter can only 

post one vote for a candidate. Each vote casted is saved in the database for the respective candidate. At the give up of 

the voting procedure the gadget counts the complete votes and generates a quick file of it to the admin  
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 
Contend able Remote poll-site pick presents the look of associate degree electronic electoral system during 

which a citizen will vote not solely from his home poll-site, however from any poll-site, during a manner that 
guarantees total citizen namelessness. [1]The core concentration of this work is that the style of a mechanism during 

which a citizen are often given a receipt to acknowledge the user’s vote and at constant time stop any prevalence of 

vote-selling or citizen coercion The citizen shall be able to ensure user’s vote from anyplace.When election 

results are printed. If deemed necessary, the citizen shall be able to anonymously contend the election results from any 

election workplace. The small print of the protocol are sketched in this. 

 

The Voting is a significant cycle where individuals can pick client's own chief for the public authority. The gadget is 

utilized for the democratic cycle is an electronic democratic machine with exceptionally got steps, for example, having 

extraordinary number card, biometric of face acknowledgment with IOT [2]. This had a gotten data set saved 

framework. Casting a ballot was a significant part in India majority rule situation as individuals reserve the privilege to 

choose individuals' chief for the public authority Voting for a pioneer is the main interaction which conveys the 

fundamental aftereffect of the assessment of individuals in choosing individuals' chief for the public authority 

obviously the democratic machine is a mechanical gadget yet more regularly planned by an electronic substance so it is 

an electronic democratic machine. The way toward casting a ballot is suggested that was exceptionally gotten and a 8 

innovation of face acknowledgment. It was intended for various utilizations for long use, for security reason, for high 

productivity and precision of votes and many. This might be valuable to all electors. This electronic machine is 

additionally called as e-casting a ballot 

 

Biometrics is the method of utilizing rival, nontransferable, actual qualities, like fingerprints, to acquire section for 

individual recognizable proof. Since After the development of the opponent innovation it has been being utilized in 

security frameworks and authentication[3]. As of now, security fields have three distinct sorts of validation, they are: a 

secret key, PIN, or piece of individual data something clients have: a card key, keen card, or token and something we 

are: a Biometric based PC organizations and its entrance in the web are the methods which are known nearly nothing 
and seldom carried out. A study on got E-casting a ballot framework utilizing framework manages the openness of 

biometrics in a functional application like surveying of votes-e-casting a ballot utilizing an actual substance (unique 

finger impression, Voice Recognition) through PC organization. 

 
 Aadhar based democratic framework utilizing biometric scanner portrays outline of different examination done to 

improve the security, protection of the e-casting a ballot innovation. To make such sort of framework, each framework 

comprises of elector validation and vote projecting. Presently a days utilizing of biometric based security level 

framework become quicker and secure. In India, government is gathering bio metric data of each individual and giving 
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them a novel twelve-digit number called Aadhar Number.[4] 

 

 

Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) is a basic electronic gadget used to record casts a ballot instead of polling form 

papers and boxes which were utilized before in customary democratic framework. Basic option to cast a ballot or just 

democratic in races shapes the premise of majority rules system. All prior decisions be it state races or focus races a 

citizen used to project client's competitor by setting the stamp against client's name and afterward collapsing the polling 

form paper according to a recommended technique prior to placing it in the Ballot Box. This is a long, tedious 

interaction and especially inclined to blunders. The present circumstance proceeded till political decision scene was 

totally changed by electronic democratic machine. No more polling form paper, voting stations, stepping, and so forth 

this dense into a straightforward box called polling form unit of the electronic democratic machine [5]. Since biometric 

identifiers can't be handily lost, fashioned, or shared, identifiers are viewed as more dependable for individual 

acknowledgment than conventional token or information based strategies. Along these lines, the Electronic democratic 

framework must be improved dependent on the current advances viz., biometric framework. 

 

 

II.METHODOLOGY 
 

Android smart Voting system on smart phone user gives user to vote. The application can be installed in the android 

phones and voting casting will be enabled by the administrator on the polling day. If there are different stages of 

polling then application will allow the personal only on the polling day. The user can enter into the application through 
giving his voter id/Aadhar number (unique number) and a secret password which is given to the user. As soon as the 

user enters into the application he selects his constituency and his booth number or place then the user can cast his vote 

and logout from the application. The vote should be kept secret and it be handy on the vote casting day in the counting 

center. 

 

A. Admin login: 

The admin login database maintains music of the consumer credentials of the admin personnel. The person credentials 

of the admin are auto generated by way of the admin’s election department. This prevents the unwanted credentials 

created through the hackers. The admin personnel’s credentials are created solely after their important points and their 

archives are verified.  

 

B. Users Login: 
 It is the login session for the administrator voter and exit. And there is an authentication for voter’s login before vote 

casting 
 

C. Voter details: 

It is used to view voter details from database.  

 

D. Add citizens: 

It is used to add a voter into database and it includes searching a voter and removing voter from database.  

 

E. Polling: 
 It is used to poll vote to candidates during election. 
 

F. Report generation: 
 It is used to get election results and also reset database after all Process is completed.  

 

G. Central server:  

The central server is a central administration node the place all the databases are saved and can be accessed from the 

application. The central server is the one which maintains all the records and the future archives are also being recorded 

in this database. The data are accessible in full duplex .The following parent honestly explains about the central server 

and database server. In the database server, there are six databases that are required for the system. 
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WORKING: 
 
There are three processes in the system. 

 

Updating details: 

The modern-day voters listing is updated periodically. The Persons who are useless are removed from the list. The new 

eligible candidates are introduced to the list. Candidate’s details are entered and aadhar ID is saved alongside with it.  

 

 

Voting process: 
During the balloting process, the system is made geared up for voting. Then the Voting is executed the use of voter's 

Aadhar ID as identity. Then Party names are listed with Aadhar ID on the side.  A character can vote for a party the 

usage of his Aadhar ID. Once a person votes, he can no longer vote again. The machine is constructing such a way to 

avoid malpractices.  

 

Voted details: 

The system calculates number of votes cast against each party. The only an authorized person can use the portal. The 

authorized person's details will be registered in the system prior to the elections. After the voting day, user can login 

into the system with given credentials. User can view the number of votes cast against each party and announce the 

winner. The System Administrator registers the voters by simply filling a registration form to register the voters. New 

User Registration via app portal then user can sign up on signup page. Then the user fill the given registration form 
After the registration process is done for to login. And the click submit button. 

 

After registration, the vote r is assigned a secret voter ID with which user can use to login to the system and cast the 

voters vote. First, the user has to download the android app then login with their credentials then the user has to register 

for the voting. If invalid/wrong details are submitted, then the person is not registered to vote .After the user 

successfully registers them. Once the user logs in, they will be provided with a One Time Password (OTP) which has to 

be entered by the user before casting user’s vote. The password will be destroyed after casting of user’s respective vote. 

Then user can vote secured voting process with the use of Aadhar ID to vote for their preferred candidate.  

 

FIG: 1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SMART VOTING SYSTEM 
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IV. EXPRIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
 The android mobile application’s home page is shown in fig.2. That page is the first page of this mobile application. 

 

 
 

Fig: 2 first page of application 
 

The second page which is the welcome page is shown inFig.3 .There are two login buttons, one for admin and the 
another one for user. Using the admin login the admin can login and act as a controller and executer of the whole 

process. 

 

 
       
                                                    Fig .3 welcome to login page 

 
In After that user login into the poll page then the voters has to vote the party on poll page. After the successful voted 

then user have to submit the vote. This is shown in Fig.4 

 
  
                                                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig .4polling page 
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In this page we can view the results which party is win the election which shown in Fig.5 In this page we can also view 

all the participated candidates votes and also can view the final results   

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                

Fig .5 Result page 

IV.CONCLUSION 

 
The election data is recorded and saved as digital records and also provides secured voting by using offering 

acknowledgement to the user. The enable’s a voter to supply user’s vote and keep away from proxy vote or double 

voting and provide high security, quick to get entry to and handy to preserve all statistics of voting, rather environment 

friendly and dependable duet use of Aadhar ID it minimizes or remove unwanted human error. In addition, this vote 

casting successful to take care of multiple modules in more than a few facilities and offers higher scalability for large 

election. 
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